Let IP denote the family of integer programs of the form Min cx : Ax = b, x 2 N n obtained by varying the right hand side vector b but keeping A and c xed. A test set for IP is a set of vectors in Z n such that for each non-optimal solution to a program in this family, there is at least one element g in this set such that ? g has an improved cost value as compared to .
Introduction
In this paper we study integer programs of the form Min cx : Ax = b, x 2 N n where A is an m n integer matrix of full row rank, b an integral m-vector and c an integral n-vector. Several techniques for solving these problems exist (see ?]) and in this paper we investigate one such solution method.
A natural approach to solving an integer program might be to devise a method to search in the neighborhood of a given solution for another solution with an improved cost value. If such a solution is found, we update the current solution with the improved solution and repeat the search. In order to make this search well de ned, we de ne the neighbors of a solution to be all the feasible solutions obtained by adding a nite set of vectors to the current solution. We call such a nite set of vectors a test set for the integer program if each non-optimal solution has at least one neighbor (obtained as above) with an improved cost value. If such a test set exists, then the program can be solved to optimality provided an initial solution is known. In this paper we establish the existence of a test set for an entire family of integer programs to which the given program belongs and present an algorithm for its construction. This gives an obvious algorithm for solving integer programs. The algorithm has special features which can be exploited to solve certain variants of the general integer program and one such application has been studied in ?].
An important concept in polynomial ideal theory is that of a Gr obner basis ?] for a given polynomial ideal with respect to some xed term order. Gr obner bases are special generators of polynomial ideals which can be computed using Buchberger's algorithm ?]. In ?] Conti and Traverso describe an algebraic method to solve integer programs of the above form, using ideas from Gr obner basis theory and commutative algebra. A geometric interpretation of this algorithm provides a unique minimal test set for integer programs of the form Min cx : Ax = b, x 2 N n as b varies. Denote this family of programs by IP. We call this test set the reduced Gr obner basis of IP due to its algebraic origins. A geometric version of the Buchberger algorithm follows from the above interpretation. Since Gr obner bases of polynomial ideals can be computed in practice, these test sets can be generated using a computer algebra package like Macaulay ?], making it possible to implement the solution method proposed.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we describe the reduced Gr obner basis of the family of integer programs IP and prove that it is the unique minimal test set for this family. We outline an algorithm for solving integer programs in IP using this test set. In Section 2.2 we develop the Geometric Buchberger Algorithm for the construction of the reduced Gr obner basis of a larger family of integer programs that contains the reduced Gr obner basis of IP. Construction of this larger family takes care of initialization issues both in the Geometric Buchberger Algorithm and in solving a given integer program in IP using this test set. Section 2.3 shows that elements in the reduced Gr obner basis are members of the Hilbert bases of certain pointed cones. In Section 3, we compare the reduced Gr obner basis with some known test sets for integer programs. More speci cally, in Section 3.1, the reduced Gr obner basis is compared with the neighbors of the origin introduced by Scarf ?], ?] to solve integer programs of the form Min cx : Ax b, x 2 Z n .
In Section 3.2 we introduce a universal test set that is independent of cost and compare it with a similar test set studied by Graver ?]. This section also contains a result that can be used to construct a universal test set for matrices of the form A 2 Z (n?2) n of rank n?2. Finally in Section 3.3 we compare the above universal test set with another universal test set described in Section De nition 2.1.1 We call > a term order on N n if > has the following properties:
(1) > is a total order on N n , (2) > ) + > + for all 2 N n (i.e., > is compatible with sums), (3) > 0 for all 2 N n nf0g (i.e., 0 is the minimum element).
Each point in N n is a feasible solution in a unique ber of IP -i.e., in N n is a feasible solution in the A -ber of IP. Suppose we now group points in N n according to increasing cost value c x.
Since more than one lattice point can have the same cost value, this ordering is not a total order on N n . We may however re ne this to create a total order by adopting some term order >, to break ties among points with the same cost value. Let > c denote the composite total order on N n that rst compares two points by cost and breaks ties according to >. We may think of > c as a re nement of the cost function c. It can be checked that > c satis es properties (1) and (2) We replace the objective function of IP by its re nement > c . This change does not a ect the optimal value of a member IP(b), but since > c is a total order on N n , we now have a unique optimum in every ber of IP. Let S denote the set of all points in N n that are non-optimal with respect to > c in the various bers of IP. The structure of S is characterized in Lemma 2. Lemma 2.1.4 There exists a unique, minimal, nite set of vectors (1); : : : ; (t) 2 N n such that the set of all non-optimal solutions with respect to > c in all bers of IP is a subset of N n of the
Proof: First we show that S N n has the property that if 2 S, then +N n S. If 2 S, then is a non-optimal point with respect to > c in the ber ?1 (A ). Let be the unique optimum in this ber with respect to > c . Consider + , + for 2 N n . Then Properties (1) -(3) imply that + is not the optimal lattice point in the ber ?1 (A( + )).
Therefore + belongs to S. This implies that + N n S since was an arbitrary element of N n . By Lemma 2.1.3 we conclude that there exists a nite, unique, minimal set of elements (1); :::; (t) in S such that S = S t i=1 ( (i) + N n ):2
We now de ne a test set for IP which gives an algorithm for nding the optimal solution of each member IP(b) of the family of integer programs, IP.
De nition 2.1.5 A set G Z n is a test set for IP with respect to its re ned objective function > c if (I) for each non-optimal solution in each ber of IP, there exists g in G such that ? g is a feasible solution in the same ber with > c ? g and (II) for the optimal solution in a ber of IP, ? g is infeasible for every g in G.
Given a test set for IP, there is an obvious algorithm to nd the unique optimal solution of each integer program in this family. Suppose we wish to solve IP(b) for which is a feasible solution. If is non-optimal then by De nition 2.1.5, there will exist an element g in G such that ? g is another feasible solution to IP(b) with the property that > c ? g. We then update the current solution by the less expensive solution ? g and repeat. If is the optimal solution to IP(b), then for all g in G, ? g will be infeasible for IP(b) and we stop. Finiteness of the procedure is guaranteed by the assumption that each IP(b) is bounded with respect to c and that > is a legitimate term order on N n . The algorithm outlined above assumes that IP(b) is feasible and that we know an initial feasible solution in this ber. In Section 2.2 we describe how infeasibility can be detected. We get around the initialization issue by solving a larger integer program for which an initial solution is obvious, an idea similar to Phase I in the simplex method.
We de ne a nite set G >c Z n for the family IP and prove that it is indeed a test set for IP with respect to > c .
De nition 2.1.6 Let G >c = fg i = ( (i) ? (i)), i = 1; :::; tg, where (1); :::; (t) are the unique minimal elements of S and (i) is the unique optimum with respect to > c in the A (i)-ber of IP.
In Section 2.2 we give an algorithm that constructs G >c without explicitly determining (i) and (i) beforehand. We call the set G >c , the reduced Gr obner basis of IP since G >c is the geometric equivalent of the reduced Gr obner basis with respect to > c of a certain polynomial ideal associated with A. In this paper we study G >c from a completely geometric point of view. The relevant algebraic connections can be found in ?]. Notice that ( (i)? (i)) is a lattice point in the subspace S = fx 2 Q n : Ax = 0g. Geometrically we think of ( (i) ? (i)) as the directed line segment g i = -(i); (i)] in the A (i)-ber of IP. The vector is directed from the non-optimal point (i) to the optimal point (i) due to the minimization criterion in IP which requires us to move away from expensive points. Note that this orientation of (i); (i)] is opposite to the usual orientation of the vector (i) ? (i) . In this paper we always think of (i) ? (i) as having the orientation prescribed above. We call (i) the tail ofg i and (i) the head. We go back and forth between the two interpretations of g i depending on the context. Subtracting the point g i = (i) ? (i) from the feasible solution gives the new solution ? (i) + (i) which is equivalent to translatingg i by a non-negative integer vector such that its tail meets and then moving to the head of the translated vector. Any pair of points (i) and (i) in the set G >c have disjoint supports since otherwise (i) would not be a minimal generator of the set of non-optimal points S. Thereforeg i translated by v 2 N n is an edge in this graph and we can move along it from to the less expensive point 0 in the same ber. This proves that from every non-optimal lattice point in the ber we can reach an improved point ( with respect to > c ) in the same ber by moving along an edge of the graph. By comments made earlier the outdegree of the optimum is zero. Therefore a directed path from a non-optimal point terminates precisely at the unique optimum of the ber. This in turn implies connectedness of the graph. Proof: From Theorem 2.1.8 it follows that the reduced Gr obner basis is a test set for IP. Removing an elementg j from G >c will result in G >c nfg j g not being a test set since no segment in G >c nfg j g can be translated through a non-negative vector in N n such that its tail meets (j). This is because (j) was an essential generator of S. Therefore G >c is a minimal test set for IP. Moreover the generators f (1) The > c -skeleton of the ber corresponding to the right hand side vector (10; 15) is shown below by projecting it on the a; b-plane. The circled points are all the feasible lattice points in this ber and We conclude this section with a few remarks about the algorithm that solves programs in IP using the reduced Gr obner basis G >c . Remark 2.1.12 Since > c is a total order on N n , a directed path from the non-optimal point to the unique optimum in a ber, cannot pass through any feasible solution in this ber more than once. This implies that the algorithm for solving a given IP(b) using G >c cannot cycle. Remark 2.1.13 At a given non-optimal point , there may be several edges in the > c -skeleton with tail incident at . Moving along any of these edges will improve the current solution. We have so far not speci ed any rule by which a possible edge may be chosen. Such a rule would be analogous to a \pivot rule" in the simplex method for linear programming. Two possibilities might be to move along the edge which is the translation of thatg i with (1) the most expensive tail or (2) the maximum di erence between the cost of its tail and head. The former would be similar to the \largest -coe cient " rule in the simplex method and the latter to the \largest -decrease" rule.
A Geometric Buchberger Algorithm for computing Test Sets
In the previous section we established the existence of the set G >c which was the unique minimal test set for the family of integer programs IP. As mentioned earlier, G >c is the geometric equivalent of the reduced Gr obner basis with respect to > c , of a polynomial ideal associated with A. The reduced Gr obner basis with respect to a term order of any polynomial ideal can be computed using Using this test set we can solve EIP(b) and hence IP(b) to optimality.
Consider the line segments d j = ((a j ) t ; 0); (0; e j )] in R m+n for j = 1; :::; n, where a j is the jth column of A and e j (taken to be a row vector) is the jth unit vector in R n . The 0 in ((a j ) t ; 0) is a row vector of size n with all components 0 while the 0 in (0; e j ) is a row vector of size m with all components 0. The segment d j lies in the a j -ber of EIP and connects two feasible integer points in this ber. We call d j the jth fundamental segment of EIP. As for IP and N n , each point in N m+n is a feasible solution to a unique EIP(b). Given two points ; in N m+n , we join them by an edge if the segment ; ] is the translation of a fundamental segment by some v in N m+n .
This construction allows one to think of each ber of EIP as a forest in which the nodes are all the feasible integer points in the ber and the edges are all possible translations of fundamental segments connecting two nodes. We call the graph in the b-ber the skeleton of the ber. As before, the skeletons of two distinct bers are not connected. However, the skeleton in any given ber is a connected graph. Beginning at , we rst move along edges of the skeleton which are translations of d 1 , to points for which the component w 1 decreases successively by one, until we arrive at a solution to EIP(b) for which w 1 = 0. More explicitly, the edges in this path are In a similar manner, we can construct a path from to the point ((v 0 we lack a systematic procedure to nd this path. Suppose we now direct the edges in the skeletons of EIP according to the objective function > (M;c) so that the more expensive end of an edge with respect to > (M;c) is the tail and the less expensive end, the head. If the set of directed fundamental segments were a test set for EIP with respect to > (M;c) , then there would exist a monotone path in the skeleton from (y = b; x = 0) to the optimum in the ber. By De nition 2.1.5, the set of directed fundamental segments will be a test set for EIP with respect to > (M;c) , only if, for each non-optimal point in each ber, there is some edge in the corresponding directed skeleton with tail incident at this point. This is however not true for the directed skeletons constructed above. In fact, the set of fundamental segments directed according to > (M;c) almost always fail to be a test set for EIP. The above example suggests that more edges may be needed in the directed skeleton of a ber to create monotone paths from non-optimal points in the ber to the unique optimum. The Geometric Buchberger Algorithm constructs the edges necessary to achieve this property. We rst describe two sub-routines used in the algorithm. All vectors used as input in the procedures described below have two integer points in the same ber of EIP as end points. Also assume that there exists some xed order > according to which vectors are directed. Step 1: Translatef andg through the smallest possible non-negative integral vectors to a ber of EIP on which their tails meet.
Step 2: Take as -S(f; g) the line segment which is the di erence of their heads, oriented from the more expensive end to the less expensive end. By Observation 2.1.7, the path lies entirely within the ber in whichf lies. The gap at any stage is the line segment joining the two points to which the tail and head off have been advanced thus far, oriented from the more expensive to the less expensive end.
We now describe the geometric Buchberger algorithm which constructs the reduced Gr obner basis of EIP with respect to the term order >. We close this section by outlining an argument for why the Geometric Buchberger Algorithm should terminate in nitely many steps. In order to do this we rst show that the reduction of a vectorf with both end points on a ber, by elements in a Gr obner basis G or a partial Gr obner basis terminates in nitely many steps. Recall that reducingf by elements in G was equivalent to advancing the head and tail off to less expensive points by moving along translations of elements in G. The reduction stops either when the current head and tail of the gap vector are the same point or they are both component-wise smaller than the tail of any element in G. Therefore in order for the reduction to not terminate, there must exist some elementg in G whose tail is component-wise 
Comparison with other known Test Sets for Integer Programs
Several examples of test sets associated with integer programs can be found in the literature. However the setup and de nitions vary considerably. In this section we examine the relationship between the reduced Gr obner bases described in the previous section and some of these test sets. SCB(p; q) = fx 2 R n : cx max(cp; cq) = cp, a i x max(a i p; a i q) for i = 1; :::; m g We rst show that there exists some j 2 f1; :::; mg such that the constraint a j x max(a j p; a j q) is binding at q but not at p. Suppose for all i 2 f1; :::; mg, the constraint a i x max(a i p; a i q) was either binding at both p and q or binding at p alone. Let = p+ (q ?p) where is a non-negative integer. Now c = cp + (cq ? cp) cp. For i 2 f1; :::; mg, a i = a i p + (a i q ? a i p) a i p = max(a i p; a i q) by assumption. Therefore lies in SCB(p; q). This implies that SCB(p; q) is not a polytope as can be made arbitrarily large. But this contradicts Assumption 1 and therefore there exists some j such that max(a j p; a j q) = a j q > a j p. Suppose there exists an interior lattice point k in SCB(p; q). Then ck < cp and a i k < max(a i p; a i q) for all i 2 f1; :::; mg. In particular, a j k < max(a j p; a j q) = a j q. Since the jth constraint was binding at q and not at p, max(a j p; a j k) < a j q. We now consider the smallest convex body containing k and p denoted as SCB(k; p). By the above arguments, q 6 2 SCB(k; p). Since ck < cp, p is a non-optimal point in SCB(k; p). This is equivalent to saying that for some 2 N m , ( ; ; ) is a non-optimal solution to the integer program:
Neighbors of the Origin
Min cw ? cu a i w ? a i u + s i = max(a i p; a i k) for i = 1; :::; m w; u 2 N n , s i 2 N Note that the new slack associated with p is component-wise less than or equal to the old slack since SCB(k; p) is strictly contained in SCB(p; q). Since ( ; ; ) is a non-optimal solution for the above integer program, there exists some element g in the reduced Gr obner basis of F 0 such that its tail can be translated through a non-negative integer vector to meet this non-optimal point.
If the translation is by a non-zero vector, we have a contradiction to the fact that ( ; ; ) was an essential generator of the set of non-optimal points in the various bers of F 0 . If the tail of g is exactly the tail of g, then the head of this translated vector lies in SCB(k; p) which prevents ( 0 ; 0 ; 0 ) from being the head of g. This contradicts the uniqueness of the head of an element in the reduced Gr obner basis. Therefore there exists no interior lattice points in SCB(p; q). 2
We now give an example of an integer program for which the reduced Gr obner basis is strictly contained in the set of neighbors of the origin associated with this program. (1,4,3), (1,1,1), (0,1,0), (1,1,0) , (1, 5, 3) , (1, 4, 4) , (1, 3, 3) , (1,2,1), (0,0,1), (1,3,2), (1,2,2 ). ( The above example and neighbors were obtained through private communication from Scarf. These neighbors of the origin were calculated using a certain tie-breaking rule. This implies that they are a su cient test set contained (sometimes strictly) in the set of neighbors given by De nition 3.2.1). In order to calculate the reduced Gr obner basis for this matrix A and cost function c, we rst convert the problem to a minimization problem and then force equality on the constraints by adding surplus variables. By introducing additional variables, we obtain non-negativity restrictions on all variables. The reduced Gr obner basis was then computed using (1, 5, 4) , using the element (0,-5,-4). These moves keep us inside SCB((0,0,0), (1, 5, 4) ). This implies that (1, 5, 4) is not an element in the reduced Gr obner basis. However, SCB((0,0,0), (1,5,4)) does not contain any interior lattice points and so (1, 5, 4 ) is a neighbor of the origin. 2 
A Universal Test Set
Recall that the set G >c described in Section 2 was the unique minimal test set for IP with respect to the cost function c. However G >c may not be a test set for IP with respect to a di erent cost function. Let U be a subset of fu 2 Z n : Au = 0g. We may think of an element u in U as the In ?], Graver proves that H is a universal test set for IP. We outline a proof of this assertion in the following arguments. Let be a non-optimal integer point in some ber of IP in which is the unique optimum with respect to > c . Then ? lies in one of the cones C j described above. Let H j be the Hilbert basis of this cone. Then ? = P z j i h j i where z j i are non-negative integers and the elements h j i belong to H j H. Since > c , there exists some h j i from the sum above such that h j i > c 0 which allows movement from . Therefore H contains a test set for IP with respect to every cost function c and so is a universal Gr obner basis for IP. We call H the universal Graver test set of IP.
We now relate the reduced Gr obner bases of IP with the set H. Let Therefore we can move from to a less expensive point using one of v or w. This contradicts that was an essential generator of the set of non-optimal points in the various bers of IP.2
We now consider the set G de ned as follows. Let G = G c be the union of all reduced Gr obner bases G c of IP as c varies over all cost functions for which the bers in IP have bounded optima. Clearly G is a universal Gr obner basis for IP. Using Lemma 3.2.2 we obtain the following relationship between the two sets G and H. We now give an example of an integer program for which G is properly contained in H. Proof: Suppose the non-zero, primitive lattice point j is not an elementary vector of S. Then there is a vector j in the kernel with a strictly smaller support than j . Let l 2 f1; :::; ng be an index such that j has a non-zero entry in the lth position where as j has a zero entry here. Since support of j is strictly smaller than support of j , the jth entry in j is also zero. This implies that (b l ) = 0. Hence b l and b j are collinear and the lth entry of j is zero. This contradicts the assumption that j had strictly smaller support than j . Therefore j is an elementary vector. The same argument implies that all elementary vectors (up to sign) can be constructed in this manner and so there exists at most 2n elementary vectors for A. Lemma 3.2.7 Let C = pos(a; b), a; b 2 Z n be a two dimensional pointed cone. Consider the two dimensional polyhedron P = conv(C \ Z n nf0g). Let Let E = fe 1 ; :::; e p g be the set of all elementary vectors of A. We relabel the elements in E in such a way that pos(e j+1 ) is encountered after pos(e j ) when you walk in a clockwise manner along the circumference of a circle in the kernel of A, centered at the origin and with in nitesimal radius.
Let C k = pos(e k ; e k+1 ) and let P k = conv(C k \Z n nf0g). Let 4 Acknowledgements
